The Usage of Ultrasound in Diagnosing Retrocaval Ureter
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Abstract

Introduction: Retrocaval ureter is a rare congenital anomaly concerning the inferior vena cava and the ureter, where the infra-renal segment of the vena cava is in front of the ureter embryologically normal. This anomaly is more frequent in the male sex. Its symptoms are dominated by right lumbar pain, which is managed surgically as dictated by its intensity. Observations: The cases involved three male patients aged 42 years, 38 years and 39 years respectively. These patients had consulted for intermittent right lumbar pain similar to that of renal colic. They had consulted for intermittent right lumbar pain similar to that of renal colic. The patients had consulted for intermittent right lumbar pain similar to that of renal colic. The patients’ general condition was satisfactory. Renal function was normal. Urinary tract ultrasound, IVU and scanning were the main imagery examinations used in diagnosing retrocaval ureter, confirmed by exploratory lumbotomy. Ureteral anastomosis in front of the vena cava was carried out in the 3 patients during simple surgical procedure that resulted in disappearance of the lumbar pain. Conclusion: Retrocaval ureter is a rare congenital malformation, often encountered in the male sex. Clinical symptoms are dominated by right lumbar pain similar to renal colic. Surgical treatment is dictated by the intensity of the pain.
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1. Introduction

Retrocaval ureter was first described in 1893 by Hochstetter [1], as a rare congenital anomaly concerning the inferior vena cava and the ureter whereby the infrarenal segment of the vena cava is located behind the embryologically nor-
mal ureter [2] [3] [4]. The incidence is 0.9 to 2 per 1000 with a male-dominated predominance, corroborated by a sex ratio ranging from 2.8 to 4 per various studies [2] [3] [4] [5]. Retrocaval ureter is usually associated with a certain degree of ureteral obstruction. It is mainly manifested by pain in the right flank (except in the case of situs inversus, infection of the urinary system and renal lithiasis) given the increasing number of complications, it is mostly treated by surgical intervention. Ureteral obstruction usually leads to functional deterioration of the kidney in adulthood. Treatment is dictated by presented symptoms, while surgical procedure needs to be conservative as possible. When available, laparoscopy could be a better replacement to surgery due to its less invasive character. As observed in the three cases of retrocaval ureter and by some authors, emphasis is placed on the importance of medical imaging in the diagnostic procedure, and adequate management of the anomaly [2] [3] [4] [5].

2. Patients and Method: Observations

Observation 1

M. B., 38 years old, had been suffering from an intermittent right lumbar pain for 6 years similar to renal colic, in the absence of digestive or urinary signs. This pain was the subject of several unsuccessful consultations and medical treatments. The patient was later on referred to the urology department by a colleague. On examination, his general condition was stable, palpation awakened pain at the upper right ureteral region in the absence of a lumbar mass, causing lumbar contact, renal function, in particular serum creatinine and urea, was normal. Two ultrasound examinations, one during the painful crisis and another away from the renal colic-like crisis reported two different results. One was normal (absence of dilatation) for the ultrasound performed during the crisis and a pyelocalic dilation for the other one carried out during the painful crisis. The UIV revealed: pyeloureteral junction syndrome (PUJS) as seen in the images with the contrasting product stopping at the level of the third lumbar vertebra (L3) in reverse S [Figure 1] lithiasic obstruction was absent, on the profile, with a shift in the image of the ureteric contrast at L3. Persistence of symptoms despite a well-conducted medical treatment and good compliance, led to the conduction of an exploratory lumbotomy, after patient’s informed consent obtained for the chirurgical management and the using of photographs only for scientific aim. During the surgery, we located a voluminous pyelon with multiple adhesions, suggesting retroperitoneal fibrosis. We then proceeded to adenolysis from the pyelon to the lumbar ureter which suddenly disappeared behind the vena cava to reappear in front it, enabling us present our diagnosis as type II retrocaval ureter [Figure 2]. After having lacquered the 2 segments, they were resected with terminal sutures, oblique on ureteral probe “double J” tutor whose removal was conducted by cystoscopy 3 months later. The surgical follow-up was simple: removal of the JJ probe, led to the disappearance of the lumbar pain and a normal UIV.
OBSERVATION 2

M. DB, 42, had suffered right renal colic for 12 years, evolved by intermittent crisis and exacerbated by abundant alcohol consumption. The symptoms had been the subject of several unsuccessful consultations and medical treatments, after which the patient was referred to the urology unit. Physical examination found a patient in good general condition with normal hemodynamic parameters. Renal function (creatinine and blood urea) was normal. On objective ultrasound a stage III pyelocalicial dilatation was seen with a healthy parenchyma (> 3 cm) without visible lithiasic obstruction. The scanner had images in favor of a retrocaval ureter [Figure 3] and the functionality of the epsilateral kidney. Patient’s informed consent was obtained for the chirurgical management and the using of photographies only for scientific aim. An exploratory lumbotomy confirmed the diagnosis of retrocaval ureter during surgery [Figure 4]. A resection, decay and terminoterminal oblique anterior suture was performed on probe

Figure 1. Inverted capital “S” image on IVU excretion image.

Figure 2. Intraoperative image of a retrocaval ureter of case 1.
“double J”. The surgical procedure was simple while removal of the JJ probe was conducted after 3 months, resulting in the disappearance of the lumbar pain and a normal UIV.

**Observation 3**

M. AM, a 39-year-old working at a transportation company, had driven long-distance vehicles for over a long period of time, he quit his profession because of right exacerbated lumbar pain during and after traveling. Consultation in urology, resulted from the presence of disabling pain persistent for the past 8 years. The patient’s general condition was good, hemodynamic parameters were at the limit of normal renal function. On ultrasound, presence of a right pyelocalicial stage II dilation with a good renal parenchyma was observed, whereas on the left region, the kidney was normal sized and presenting good cortico-medullary differentiation. UIV revealed a right junction syndrome with an inverted “S” right
lumbar ureter while the contralateral kidney secreted and excreted within physiological time frames. The scanner made it possible to suspect a right retrocaval ureter. Patient’s informed consent was obtained for the chirurgical management and the using of photographies only for scientific aim. A right exploratory lumbotomy confirmed the diagnosis of a type II retrocaval ureter [Figure 5]. Surgery, consisted to the resection and an end-to-end anastomosis of the ureter in front of the vena cava on probe “double J” tutor [Figure 6]. The surgical procedure was simple: removal of the JJ probe was carried out 3 months later by ultrasound, leading to the disappearance of the right lumbar pain and a normal UIV.

3. Comment: Discussion

Retrocaval ureter (RCU) is a rare congenital malformative anomaly with an
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**Figure 5.** Intraoperative image of a retrocaval ureter of case 3.
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**Figure 6.** End-to-end anastomosis after uncrossing of the retrocaval ureter.
incidence ranging from 0.9 to 2 per 1000. The male sex is most affected with a sex ratio of 2.8 men to 1 woman. This prevalence is reported by several authors [2] [3] [4] [5]. This was also noted in our study, with the 3 male patients and an average age of 40 years at diagnosis. Retrocaval ureter is often the cause of multiple complications including: renal colic, urinary tract infection, renal insufficiency, lithiasis. Of all the complications, renal colic is by far the most frequent [2]-[8]. Renal colic is generally presented by intermittent crisis which may be similar to a nephrotic syndrome as the attacks are close and very unbearable. Our three patients suffered from years of renal colic that led to unsuccessful multiple consultations and medical treatments. Failure in the medical treatment of renal colic justifies initiation of a morphological assessment, in this case: ultrasound, UIV and scanner whose results must be the subject of rigorous interpretation.

Ultrasonography often reports a pyelo-calicial dilation when performed during renal colic attacks, it may be normal and should not interrupt the continuation of the examinations. It should be noted that the results gotten from ultrasound performed during or away from the crisis may be discordant from that performed away from the renal colic crisis. UIV, besides its advantage in providing information on the functions of the left epsilateral kidney, provides two crucial information, on adequate interpretation of the images. An opacification of right ureter reversed in S majuscule and an upstream pyelocalyceal dilation of the ureter. The scanner’s superior imaging confirmed the UIV’s results with better clarity. In medically advanced countries where MRI is easily accessible, diagnosis is even easier.

The treatment of CRU is surgical and dictated by renal colic pain intensity especially when pain is unbearable and may lead to a decrease in the patients’ activities. Open surgery, though presenting satisfactory results should give way to minimally invasive surgery like laparoscopy, where available [7]-[14].

4. Conclusion

Retrocaval ureter is a rare congenital malformation often encountered in the male sex. The clinical symptoms are dominated by right renal colic affecting elderly patients generally between the ages of 30 and 40 years. Medical Imagery such as, ultrasound, intravenous Urography, CT scanning and MRI, are major contributions to diagnosis. Radical surgical treatment, formerly known as open surgery, must give way to minimally invasive surgery presented by laparoscopy, where available.
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